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The Wall Street Journal Complete Estate-planning Guidebook
An estate plan can have several elements—a will; an assignment of power of attorney; a living will or healthcare proxy; and
in some cases, a trust. As an estate planner, you must be mindful of both federal and state laws governing estates when
assembling plans for clients. Estate Planning Forms, by L. Rush Hunt, covers all elements of estate planning in detail with
easy-to-follow, time-saving forms.

An Estate Planner's Guide to Qualified Retirement Plan Benefits
Forms include: Last Will and Testament Checklist, Last Will and Testament, Self-Proving Affidavits, Living Will, Ethical Will,
Power of Attorney Checklist, Durable Power of Attorney for Healthcare, Financial Durable Power of Attorney, Trust Checklist,
Living Trust-Single and Married Couples and much more. Estate planning can be done without a lawyer if you have the right
information and the right forms. 25 Estate Planning Forms provides you with easy to use forms that you can follow and
make legal. No matter the size of your estate, an estate plan may help reduce your estate's taxes, reduce conflict among
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family members, and provide you with the peace of mind of knowing your final arrangements have been planned. For many
people, they already know how they want to distribute their estate, but don't have the necessary forms to make it legal.
This book can help. It includes sample forms that you can understand because they are written in plain-English. Often
people have more diverse needs than they may have initially thought. Having a variety of forms can help you figure out
what your final wishes are and how those wishes may be accomplished.

A Lawyer's Guide to Estate Planning
Financial Peace Revisited
Planning your estate is a long, complicated process that requires much time and effort. The process of organizing your
records for estate planning is equally time consuming and complex. Hiring an attorney to assist you may cost more than
you are willing to spend. With the help of The Complete Guide to Organizing Your Records for Estate Planning, you can not
only take charge of your estate planning documentation, but also save time, money, and effort. In this new book, you will
learn how to find an organizational system that works for you, where to look for records, what to record, who to tell, where
to keep records, and how often to update your records. You will also find information on creating a will or a living will,
setting up a trust, assigning power of attorney, and filling out health care directives. Additionally, you will learn about the
documents that should be included in your estate plan, such as insurance policies, Social Security cards, birth certificates of
minor children, stock brokerage statements, credit card numbers and statements, certificates of deposit, real estate deeds,
mortgage statements, retirement account savings, non-retirement account savings, and current bank statements. The CDROM is filled with sample documents and worksheets, as well as a checklist of often overlooked information, including any
medications you take, where you worked, where your savings and checking accounts are located, where your car title is
located, what your funeral plans or wishes are, and who should receive what. The Complete Guide to Organizing Your
Records for Estate Planning will help you prepare your documents and record your final instructions and wishes. By using
the information provided in this book you will save money you might otherwise have spent on legal and accounting fees. In
addition, you will save your family the frustration of searching for these documents if something should ever happen to you.
This book, written in an easy-to-understand language, will walk you through the process of organizing your records and
make the process much easier for you and your family. The companion CD-ROM is included with the print version of this
book; however is not available for download with the electronic version. It may be obtained separately by contacting
Atlantic Publishing Group at sales@atlantic-pub.com Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based
in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company presidentâe(tm)s garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to
become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small
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business, healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award
winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies
with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or companies discussed.

SUZE ORMAN'S PROTECTION PORTFOLIO
Planning your estate is a long, complicated process that requires much time and effort. The process of organizing your
records for estate planning is equally time consuming and complex. Hiring an attorney to assist you may cost more than
you are willing to spend. With the help of The Complete Guide to Organizing Your Records for Estate Planning, you can not
only take charge of your estate planning documentation, but also save time, money, and effort. In this new book, you will
learn how to find an organizational system that works for you, where to look for records, what to record, who to tell, where
to keep records, and how often to update your records. You will also find information on creating a will or a living will,
setting up a trust, assigning power of attorney, and filling out health care directives. Additionally, you will learn about the
documents that should be included in your estate plan, such as insurance policies, Social Security cards, birth certificates of
minor children, stock brokerage statements, credit card numbers and statements, certificates of deposit, real estate deeds,
mortgage statements, retirement account savings, non-retirement account savings, and current bank statements. The CDROM is filled with sample documents and worksheets, as well as a checklist of often overlooked information, including any
medications you take, where you worked, where your savings and checking accounts are located, where your car title is
located, what your funeral plans or wishes are, and who should receive what. The Complete Guide to Organizing Your
Records for Estate Planning will help you prepare your documents and record your final instructions and wishes. By using
the information provided in this book you will save money you might otherwise have spent on legal and accounting fees. In
addition, you will save your family the frustration of searching for these documents if something should ever happen to you.
This book, written in an easy-to-understand language, will walk you through the process of organizing your records and
make the process much easier for you and your family. The companion CD-ROM is included with the print version of this
book; however is not available for download with the electronic version. It may be obtained separately by contacting
Atlantic Publishing Group at sales@atlantic-pub.com Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based
in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company presidentâe(tm)s garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to
become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small
business, healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award
winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies
with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or companies discussed.

A Lawyer's Guide to Estate Planning
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Prepare your estate documents with Peerless Legal's "Estate Planning Organizer," that will allow you to organize your estate
records without a headache. This book is perfect for those who wish to structure their estate records so that they can keep
better track of all of the important information in their lives. Having a structure to your record keeping will help you save
time and provide a system to your thinking. With easy to fill in blanks, organizing your estate records has never been
easier.

Get Your Ducks in a Row
The first baby boomers are approaching retirement age. They are mapping out their own future, providing for children and
grandchildren, and caring for aging parents. And they all have lots of questions - about financial planning, health care,
charitable gifts, nursing homes, housing and a host of issues related to aging. You also need to meet the needs of your
current elderly clients by keeping abreast of this rapidly evolving area of practice. Now, thanks to California Guide to Tax,
Estate & Financial Planning for the Elderly, you'll be able to answer their questions and act in their behalf, whether you
specialize in elder law and estate planning or maintain a general practice. This newly published compendium from
LexisNexis places the range of issues facing the elderly in the context of California law. It's your single source for in-depth
discussions of such issues as: • Medi-Cal • Conservatorships • Wills and trusts • Income and estate taxes • Estate planning
• Nursing homes and home health care agencies • Planning for incapacity California Guide to Tax, Estate & Financial
Planning for the Elderly has been specifically designed to help increase your effectiveness and productivity. • A glossary of
acronyms at the beginning of the book will help you identify state and federal agencies and initiatives. • A section of
common client questions that begins each chapter will lead you directly to the information you'll use most often. •
Hundreds of practice notes throughout the text provide useful tips and suggestions, while cautionary notes alert you to
areas of special concern. • Checklists at the end of each chapter will help ensure that you have addressed your client's
needs methodically and completely.

Estate Planning Organizer
Estate Planning Forms
A Practical Guide to Estate Planning in Maine
This book provides a through discussion of how to prepare your own living trust, including forms and instructions. As many
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people know, it is highly desirable to avoid probate of your property, which is what a living trust accomplishes. The book
gives you detailed, precise explanations of how to prepare a living trust using a form from the book and how to transfer
property into the trust. Subjects covered include: what a living trust is and how it works probate and why you want to avoid
it choosing your beneficiaries choosing the trustees and successor trustee of your trust leaving property to minor children a
living trust as part of your estate plan

Make Your Own Living Trust
The CCH Financial and Estate Planning Guide is the premier guidebook for professionals who structure, tailor and administer
financial and estate plans. In the clearest of language, the guide explains all the important planning concepts, and
examines the most important techniques used to set and meet the financial goals of clients and their families.

Wills, Trusts, and Estate Administration
Rattiner's Review for the CFP(R) Certification Examination, Fast Track, Study Guide
Offers advice on estate-planning, identifies key documents, and explains the technical jargon.

Texas Estates Code 2020
Written for the non-ERISA specialist, this practical guide provides expert advice on how to structure benefits from qualified
retirement plans and IRAs. Incorporating significant changes made by the Pension Protection Act of 2006 and the final
regulations regarding the required minimum distribution rules, it clarifies distribution options, summarizes the rules of
defined benefit and defined contribution plans, discusses tax rules, regulations, and penalties, and highlights the dangers of
some traditional estate planning techniques. Includes appendices on CD-ROM.

LexisNexis Practice Guide: Minnesota Estate Planning
A guide to estate planning discusses such topics as wills, the probate process, selecting an executor, living trusts, naming a
guardian for young children, living wills, and setting up a power of attorney.

The Estate Planning Companion - A Practical
Guide to Your Estate Plan
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California Guide to Tax, Estate & Financial Planning for the Elderly
The proven CFP Study Guide that delivers just what you need to succeed! A quick-study guide for candidates preparing to
take the CFP Certification Examination, Rattiner's Review for the CFP® Certification Examination distills the bare-bones
essentials you need to know to pass this challenging exam, all in a logical and easy-to-absorb manner. This indispensable
study tool for students who have already been through traditional CFP educational programming—and just need a little
extra help pulling it all together—provides a no-nonsense approach to studying for some of the most important disciplines
of financial planning, including: PFP, insurance, employee benefit, investments, income tax, retirement, and estate
planning. Each discipline contains short and concise statements emphasizing key points through mnemonic devices, study
tips, and other established test-taking methods that provide helpful hints. Rattiner's Review for the CFP® Certification
Examination, Third Edition has been thoroughly updated to include: Reviews from recent CFP Exam students who compare
the CFP Board curriculum to this Third Edition, ensuring that all topics are covered adequately New, easy-to-follow
flowcharts at the beginning of each chapter highlight the macro level perspective of each subject discipline Basic calculator
keystrokes for investment math, retirement, life, and education needs analysis, and other important calculations New
multiple-choice questions as well as new charts and tables for quick memorizations New acronyms to help put things into a
simplified perspective and help students tie back to the big picture flowchart Perfect as a quick-reference guide to
complement all CFP texts and self-study materials, it also serves as an important one-stop resource for financial services
professionals who want information in a hurry. Stay organized, on track, and focused with Rattiner's Review for the CFP®
Certification Examination, Third Edition.

CCH Financial and Estate Planning Guide 2009
This book provides an introduction to the basics of estate planning and will make this area of the law more accessible to the
nonspecialist.

A Practical Guide to Estate Planning for a Family with a Special Needs Child
Presents a comprehensive guide on understanding and preparing wills and trusts for parents of young children, describing
the process of selecting a guardian, buying life insurance, designating powers of attorney, and choosing beneficiaries.

The Wills and Estate Planning Guide
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How to Make a Minnesota Will explains Georgia law regarding wills and includes ready-to-use forms. It will show you how to
quickly, easily and inexpensively set up the distribution of your estate so that your property goes to the people you choose.

How to Make a Minnesota Will
Gold Winner, 2013 Foreword Reviews IndieFab Book of the Year Awards, Family & Relationships Category A practical,
accessible, and comprehensive guide to the legal, financial, emotional and daily living challenges of caring for aging
parents while raising your own family. If you are caring for an elderly loved one while raising a child, you may feel
overwhelmed and unprepared. The Sandwich Generationís Guide to Eldercare, written by three experts with extensive
professional and personal experience with eldercare, provides the information and resources you need to make important
decisions, balance your responsibilities, and ensure your elders well-being as well as your own. It includes how to: Create a
good eldercare plan and the key financial, healthcare, and legal documents you should have executed Choose the right
level of care and ease the transition, including how to avoid the most common mistakes people make in this process Find
the best ways to help elderly loved ones maintain their independence and dignity Navigate the maze of government
agencies and benefits Involve other family members while minimizing tension or conflict Prevent caregiver burnout and
deal with the strain on family life, children, and relationships With useful checklists, worksheets, step-by-step action plans,
lists of questions to ask, and a robust resources section, you'll have everything you need to care for your family.

Funeral Planning Guide
What happens to your estate after you are gone is very much within your control. Estate planning is not only for the
wealthy; it is for everyone. It is simply the process of deciding where your assets are to be distributed after your death. For
those people who wish to preserve their assets for designated purposes -- such as family or special charities -- it becomes
necessary to make special advance preparations. To ensure your assets are protected and final wishes are carried out,
there are some common actions that should be taken now. Proper estate planning allows you to plan for yourself and your
loved ones without giving up control of your affairs. Your estate plan should also allow for the possibility of your own
disability. It should detail what you own and whom you want to leave it to at a time of your choosing and the way you want.
Your estate plan should include fully disclosed, controlled costs for you and your loved ones. The last thing you want to
worry about is having your estate drained of value through taxes and legal costs. The right plan can protect the value of
your estate and spare your loved ones unnecessary hassles and legal conflicts. The Complete Guide to Planning Your Estate
in Illinois will help you glide through this complicated process. This new book has been adapted to offer Ohio residents statespecific advice for estate planning. Co-authors Margo Pierce and Linda C. Ashar, attorneys at law, have crafted an estate
planning primer, allowing Illinois residents to become more informed and more involved during the process. Many books on
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estate planning indicate you do not need the services of an attorney, but this book highly recommends using an attorney
versed in this area: You should not go through the process alone. This book is intended explain the complicated issues,
terminology, and planning strategies of estate planning so when you do meet with a qualified attorney, you will be well
prepared. You will understand the legal terms and be ready to discuss issues and strategies with familiarity, saving you
time and legal fees and ensuring peace of mind. Illinois -specific information is offered throughout this book, including:
Illinois s probate code; Illinois rules, regulations, and laws specific to estate planning; elements of a valid Illinois will;
planning your living will in Illinois; explanations of Illinois laws regarding durable health care power of attorneys, do not
resuscitate (DNR) orders, and directives to withhold CPR. The book's easy-to-understand context clarifies this complicated
and sensitive subject and gives readers the power to take control of their future. This book also offers an overview of
abatement rules, settlement costs, guardianship and minor children, executors and trustees, life insurance, potential longterm care needs, marital deductions, types of trusts, gift splitting, survivorship deeds, 529 plans, reducing or eliminating
estate taxes, avoiding tax on life insurance, using insurance to pay estate taxes, gift tax issues, generation skipping
transfer tax, and tax-deferred accounts. Estate planning should be a positive experience. It involves reviewing your
situation and planning for your future. Although few people want to think about the possibility of disability or disease,
advance planning is also a way to show your love and to reduce potential distress later. Other books offer a non-statespecific overview of estate planning, causing many readers to be misinformed about rules and regulations particular to their
state; but, this new book provides information Illinois residents need to know. Do not get outdated or wrong information
that does not pertain to you specifically. Use this new book to craft an estate plan that is not only legally sound but also
fully carries out your last wishes and protects your loved ones.

The Sandwich Generation's Guide to Eldercare
Guide to Estate Planning
Book of Estate Planning Questions and Answers
A practical financial guide covers such topics as eliminating debt, investing simply, making sound financial decisions, and
revolutionizing relationsips with the flow of money.

A Lawyer's Guide to Elder Law with Forms
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WE THE PEOPLE No lawyers. Save money. We The People is America's largest legal document services company. Dedicated
to helping every American avoid the high cost of legal fees, We The People gives you the information you need to handle
your own legal filings quickly, easily, and inexpensively. Hundreds of thousands of Americans have already liberated
themselves from the tyranny of attorneys' fees--and now you can too! We The People's Guide to Estate Planning makes
planning for your future as painless as possible--all without the added hassle of hiring a lawyer. This practical, nuts-andbolts guide covers all the basics of do-it-yourself estate planning, and covers everything you need to know about living
trusts, wills, probate, and estate taxes. Extra resources--a glossary of estate planning terminology; a section on frequently
asked questions; samples of effective living trusts and a last will and testament; as well as worksheets and essential
information on how to settle an estate--make this the best resource available for this important step in planning for the
future. You'll have all the information you need to understand the legal language of a will or living trust and learn how to
seek state-specific laws and customs so you can tailor your plans accordingly. In addition, you can download sample
documents from which you can create your own. Inside, you'll learn all the basics and more: * Whether you need a living
trust, a will, or both * Creating a valid last will and testament * Designating a successor trustee or executor to an estate *
Deciding who gets what--and making sure they do * Setting up a living trust and funding it with assets * Understanding
durable power of attorney documents and living wills * Tax-saving tips that help you leave more for your beneficiaries *
Getting to know (in plain English) the legal language of your will or living trust * Where to download sample documents *
Settling an estate with or without a valid will or living trust It's important to take care of the ones you love after you're gone.
But if your estate planning isn't done clearly, precisely, and legally, you could end up creating more problems for your
survivors than you solve. Do it right, do it inexpensively, and do it yourself--with We The People's Guide to Estate Planning.

Financial Planning DIY Guide
"This text is intended to provide a helpful introduction to the basics of what is today known as elder law"--

A Visual Artist's Guide to Estate Planning
Developed by two financial planning experts who also have family members with special needs, this one?of?a?kind book will
awaken families'awareness about financial planning, give them the tools and guidance they need to get it done, and help
them turn the

We The People's Guide to Estate Planning
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The Illinois Survival Guide
This book was created to assist Minnesota attorneys who are new to the estate planning practice area. It combines the
planning concepts that are mandatory to any estate planning practice with practical tips, practice cautions, and intake and
conveyance forms for use in client matters. This book will benefit attorneys who have not previously focused on the drafting
of estate plans in Minnesota. From the initial client phone call to drafting effective distribution language and coordinating
tax-qualified retirement accounts, this book walks the new estate planning practitioner through planning concepts and best
practices for effective representation. The author is a respected and sought-after estate planning attorney who created a
thriving law practice working exclusively with Minnesota families and their estate plans.

The Special Needs Planning Guide
Succeed in your course and your paralegal career with WILLS, TRUSTS, AND ESTATE ADMINISTRATION, 8th Edition. This
easy-to-understand text introduces the basics of estate planning and bequeathing property to others through wills and
trusts, along with the laws and procedures involved, including the Uniform Probate Code. Packed with engaging, highly
visual content enhanced by detailed exhibits and a writing style free of confusing legalese, the 8th Edition provides up-todate coverage of relevant laws, court procedures, cases, tax implications, ethical considerations, and the roles paralegals
and other professionals play in the process. Throughout the text, user-friendly case summaries, state-specific examples,
practical assignments, detailed documents, and real-life contemporary issues prepare you for success as a paralegal in this
important area of law. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

The Complete Guide to Organizing Your Records for Estate Planning
The first baby boomers are approaching retirement age. They are mapping out their own future, providing for children and
grandchildren, and caring for aging parents. And they all have lots of questions - about financial planning, health care,
charitable gifts, nursing homes, housing and a host of issues related to aging. You also need to meet the needs of your
current elderly clients by keeping abreast of this rapidly evolving area of practice. Now, thanks to California Guide to Tax,
Estate & Financial Planning for the Elderly, you'll be able to answer their questions and act in their behalf, whether you
specialize in elder law and estate planning or maintain a general practice. This newly published compendium from
LexisNexis places the range of issues facing the elderly in the context of California law. It's your single source for in-depth
discussions of such issues as: • Medi-Cal • Conservatorships • Wills and trusts • Income and estate taxes • Estate planning
• Nursing homes and home health care agencies • Planning for incapacity California Guide to Tax, Estate & Financial
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Planning for the Elderly has been specifically designed to help increase your effectiveness and productivity. • A glossary of
acronyms at the beginning of the book will help you identify state and federal agencies and initiatives. • A section of
common client questions that begins each chapter will lead you directly to the information you'll use most often. •
Hundreds of practice notes throughout the text provide useful tips and suggestions, while cautionary notes alert you to
areas of special concern. • Checklists at the end of each chapter will help ensure that you have addressed your client's
needs methodically and completely.

The Mom's Guide to Wills & Estate Planning
Writing in a question-and-answer format, Todd includes questions most frequently asked by clients during the course of his
more than twenty-seven years of estate planning practice. Attorneys will benefit by providing the book as a reference for
clients, while laypeople can use it as a preparation guide when seeking assistance from an estate planning lawyer.

The Complete Guide to Planning Your Estate in New Jersey
What happens to your estate after you are gone is very much within your control. Estate planning is not only for the
wealthy; it is for everyone. It is simply the process of deciding where your assets are to be distributed after your death. For
those people who wish to preserve their assets for designated purposes — such as family or special charities — it becomes
necessary to make special advance preparations. To ensure your assets are protected and final wishes are carried out,
there are some common actions that should be taken now. Proper estate planning allows you to plan for yourself and your
loved ones without giving up control of your affairs. Your estate plan should also allow for the possibility of your own
disability. It should detail what you own and whom you want to leave it to at a time of your choosing and the way you want.
Your estate plan should include fully disclosed, controlled costs for you and your loved ones. The last thing you want to
worry about is having your estate drained of value through taxes and legal costs. The right plan can protect the value of
your estate and spare your loved ones unnecessary hassles and legal conflicts. The Complete Guide to Planning Your Estate
in New Jersey will help you glide through this complicated process. This new book has been adapted to offer Ohio residents
state-specific advice for estate planning. Co-authors Margo Pierce and Linda C. Ashar, attorneys at law, have crafted an
estate planning primer, allowing New Jersey residents to become more informed and more involved during the process.
Many books on estate planning indicate you do not need the services of an attorney, but this book highly recommends
using an attorney versed in this area: You should not go through the process alone. This book is intended explain the
complicated issues, terminology, and planning strategies of estate planning so when you do meet with a qualified attorney,
you will be well prepared. You will understand the legal terms and be ready to discuss issues and strategies with familiarity,
saving you time and legal fees and ensuring peace of mind. New Jersey -specific information is offered throughout this
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book, including: New Jersey ‘s probate code; New Jersey rules, regulations, and laws specific to estate planning; elements of
a valid New Jersey will; planning your living will in New Jersey; explanations of New Jersey laws regarding durable health
care power of attorneys, do not resuscitate (DNR) orders, and directives to withhold CPR. The book’s easy-to-understand
context clarifies this complicated and sensitive subject and gives readers the power to take control of their future. This book
also offers an overview of abatement rules, settlement costs, guardianship and minor children, executors and trustees, life
insurance, potential long-term care needs, marital deductions, types of trusts, gift splitting, survivorship deeds, 529 plans,
reducing or eliminating estate taxes, avoiding tax on life insurance, using insurance to pay estate taxes, gift tax issues,
generation skipping transfer tax, and tax-deferred accounts. Estate planning should be a positive experience. It involves
reviewing your situation and planning for your future. Although few people want to think about the possibility of disability or
disease, advance planning is also a way to show your love and to reduce potential distress later. Other books offer a nonstate-specific overview of estate planning, causing many readers to be misinformed about rules and regulations particular
to their state; but, this new book provides information New Jersey residents need to know. Do not get outdated or wrong
information that does not pertain to you specifically. Use this new book to craft an estate plan that is not only legally sound
but also fully carries out your last wishes and protects your loved ones.

25 Estate Planning Forms
Taking the complexity of the law of Estate Planning and making it understandable to the rest of us, in The Estate Planning
Companion, attorney Mark T. Coulter shows you a method to approach estate planning in order to manage your assets in
life and thereafter, while bringing peace of mind to you and your family. Intended to bridge the communication gap
between lawyers and their clients, The Estate Planning Companion explains in straightforward language a full range of
topics every responsible adult should consider about their life, assets and affairs. Includes Living Trusts, Powers of Attorney,
Letters of Instruction, Wills, Trusts, Life Insurance, Living Wills, Long Term Care Insurance, Medicaid nursing home planning,
Probate and Asset Inventories for you and your family. Learn why you can't rely on fill-in-the blank forms or internet-only
lawyers. Whether you are just starting out, mid-career, or in retirement now, this information will help you make the best
planning decisions.

Practical Guide to Estate Planning 2009
The Illinois Survival Guide is a manual for all new lawyers from Chicago to Springfield on everything they need to know to
be successful. In two sections--How to Be an Attorney and Starting Your Own Practice---everything from communication to
ethics to billing and best practice record-keeping is covered.
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AARP Crash Course in Estate Planning
Have you been putting off planning your estate because you don't know where to start? This simple-yet-comprehensive
guide provides everything you need to know (in plain English) to secure your future-and your family's.

The Complete Guide to Planning Your Estate in Illinois
California Guide to Tax, Estate & Financial Planning for the Elderly
This book provides an introduction to the basics of estate planning and will make this area of the law more accessible to the
nonspecialist.

The Complete Guide to Organizing Your Records for Estate Planning
Practical Guide to Estate Planning provides an overview of estate planning, offering the widest variety of discussion on
planning principles and tools from the simple to the sophisticated. This book is not lacking in detail, witnessed by its wellannotated collection of forms that will appeal to many experienced estate planners. The layout of this book reflects its
emphasis on simplicity and clarity. It is divided into four major sections, the first of which provides a general view of the
estate planning process.
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